
News story: Apply to the Attorney
General’s Civil Panel Counsel – London
A, B and C Panel

The Attorney General is seeking to appoint new members to three of his panels
of junior counsel, the London A, B and C panels, to undertake civil work for
government departments.

Membership of the London panels is open to both barristers and solicitors
with the appropriate qualifications.

London A Panel
Members of this panel deal with the most complex government cases in all
kinds of courts and tribunals including the Supreme Court. They will often
appear against QC’s. Those previously appointed to the A panel have generally
had in excess of 10 years advocacy experience in actual practice (from end of
2nd six months’ pupillage for barristers, date of commencement of advocacy
for solicitors).

London B Panel
Members of this panel deal with substantial cases but not in general as
complex as those handled by the A panel. They will generally be instructed
where knowledge and experience of a particular field is required. Those
previously appointed to the B panel have generally had between 5 and 10 years
advocacy experience in actual practice (from end of 2nd six months’ pupillage
for barristers, date of commencement of advocacy for solicitors).

London C Panel
Members of this panel will be expected to have at least two years’ experience
in actual practice (from end of 2nd six months’ pupillage for barristers,
date of commencement of advocacy for solicitors). Those appointed to the C
panel will often (but not exclusively) provide the A and B panel members of
the future and so should have the potential to join the A panel. Please note
anyone who applied for the 2018 autumn London C Panel exercise who proved
unsuccessful can apply again this spring. References submitted for the 2018 C
Panel exercise will be accepted if for this latest exercise.

In choosing which of the panels to apply to, candidates will want to make a
careful decision based on which best suits their level of expertise and
experience.

Appointments will be for five years.

As is the case every year, the Attorney General is looking for applicants
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with experience in general public and administrative law; employment; or
personal injury. For the 2019 exercise, the Attorney is also looking to
deepen the capacity of the panels by appointing specialists in the following
areas:

Admiralty
Competition and State Aid
Construction
Contract / Commercial (including Digital Commercial skills)
Corporate
Costs
Directors’ Disqualification
Education, including teacher regulation proceedings
Energy/Utilities
EU Law
General Tax Work – Direct and Indirect, Personal and Business
Human Rights
Industrial Relations
Information Law and Data Protection
Inquests
Insolvency
Intellectual Property
International Law
Land and Planning/Environmental
Mental Health/Mental Health Capacity Act 2005
Pensions
Planning
Procurement
Property
Rating and Valuation
Social Security, including free movement, social justice and statutory
payments
Trade Law and International Trade
VAT & Duties

The Attorney General is also looking to appoint applicants capable of
advising departments on the interface of public and commercial law issues,
and also where criminal or regulatory issues arise in public law cases. There
is a particular need for advice on the proceeds of illegal activities.

Public International Law and Trade specialists are also eligible to apply for
appointment to the Public International Law (PIL) panel, and there is no bar
to being a member of both panels. The date for the next PIL panel competition
is under consideration so those with these specialisms are encouraged to
apply in this competition.

Application
To obtain details about the application process, we recommend reading our
Information for candidates (MS Word Document, 54.8KB) document and the
Frequently Asked Questions (MS Word Document, 55.5KB) sheet.
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To make an application, please email panelcounsel@governmentlegal.gov.uk and
register an interest in applying. Please note that registering an interest
does not commit you to making an application if you later decide not to do
so.

Once you have registered, you will be provided with a link to access our
online portal to obtain the full application pack.

Completed applications must be submitted by noon on Tuesday 2 April 2019.

Further information and mentoring
If you have any queries, please feel free to raise them in the first instance
with the Government Legal Department Panel Counsel Secretariat via email
panelcounsel@governmentlegal.gov.uk or on 020 7210 1506.

We wish to encourage applications from as wide a range as possible of those
eligible to apply. We will therefore endeavour to put advocates who are
considering applying and who want to discuss the application process in touch
with an established Panel member. The mentor will discuss either by telephone
or in a meeting the application process, the eligibility criteria and the
presentation of relevant information on the application form.

If you are considering applying and want a mentor please contact the Panel
Counsel Secretariat via email: panelcounsel@governmentlegal.gov.uk on or
before Friday 15 March 2019.

News story: Fatal accident at
Tibberton footpath crossing

Tibberton No. 8 footpath crossing

At around 09:55 hrs on 6 February 2019, a member of the public crossing the
railway lines at Tibberton No. 8 footpath crossing near Worcester was hit by
an approaching train travelling from Nottingham to Cardiff. The train was
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travelling at 99 mph (158 km/h) and the member of the public sustained fatal
injuries.

Evidence indicates that another train travelling in the opposite direction
had passed the crossing shortly before. The member of the public had been
waiting at the crossing for the passage of that train. He then started to
cross seemingly unaware that another train was approaching. The weather at
the time of the accident was foggy.

Our investigation will encompass examination of the measures in place to
control the risks associated with use of this crossing in foggy conditions,
and consider the relevance of the passing of the two trains in the region of
the crossing.

Our investigation is independent of any investigation by the railway
industry, the British Transport Police or by the industry’s regulator, the
Office of Rail and Road.

We will publish our findings, including any recommendations to improve
safety, at the conclusion of our investigation. This report will be available
on our website.

Published 19 February 2019

News story: Smart tracking of waste
across the UK: GovTech Catalyst
competition winners announced

Five companies working across the UK have been awarded up to £80,000 to
develop innovative digital solutions to tackle the challenge of tracking
waste from its source through its treatment and final disposal.

The UK generates more than 200 million tonnes of waste a year with individual
waste transactions estimated at above 20 million. However, the subsequent
transport and disposal of this waste can be complicated and at times
fragmented.

In November 2017, the Cabinet Office announced a £20m Innovate UK fund to
encourage tech firms to deliver innovative solutions to public sector
challenges, like the improvement of waste tracking and action against waste
crime.

Government wants to know more about how this waste is generated, handled, and
disposed of in the UK. By helping UK regulators take action against waste
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crime, and spot opportunities for companies to join up their waste
operations, this will help to maximise the value of waste as a resource, and
minimise damage to the environment.

The successful projects include research into tracking waste through
electronic chips and sensors, the use of blockchain, looking at common
reporting platforms, and new data analytics.

Environment Minister Thérèse Coffey said:

We want to move towards a more circular economy, where waste is
valued as a resource and reused. We are also committed to cracking
down on waste criminals who exploit the system.

Congratulations to the winning projects. I look forward to seeing
their innovative waste tracking solutions which will help us to
meet these ambitions, and play their part in helping us achieve
zero avoidable waste in the UK by 2050.

Minister for Implementation Oliver Dowden said:

The GovTech Catalyst is a great example of collaborative working
between the Government and innovative start-ups.

The effective management of waste will help improve the environment
and boost this emerging industry, clearly highlighting how our
investment in smarter technologies is crucial to tackling public
sector challenges.

At the end of a three month feasibility stage, up to two projects may then be
selected and funded up to £500,000 each to develop and field test a prototype
in a second phase of GovTech Catalyst, expected to open later this year.

The £400,000 funding follows an independent review into serious and organised
waste crime commissioned by Environment Secretary Michael Gove last year. The
review found that the lack of digital record-keeping in the waste industry is
frequently exploited by organised criminals who mislabel waste to avoid
landfill tax or illegally export it.

Today’s announcement builds on government’s recently published Resources and
Waste Strategy, which sets out government’s intention to clamp-down on
illegal movements of waste at home and abroad including by introducing
compulsory electronic tracking of waste.

Further information
‘Blockchain’ is a way of recording data more securely
‘Common reporting platforms’ refers to new ways of reporting data in one
place
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About GovTech Catalyst
GovTech Catalyst is a £20 million fund to help tech firms deliver
innovative solutions to public sector challenges.
It encourages small, emerging technology businesses to create and
develop innovative solutions to public services, that once proven can
move to scale both to the advantage of markets and society.
GovTech Catalyst is run by the GovTech Catalyst team at Government
Digital Service with support from Innovate UK.
Funding for the competition is under SBRI (the Small Business Research
Initiative), which aims to bring together government and businesses to
find innovative solutions to public sector challenges.
£250,000 was provided from the GovTech Catalyst fund secured by Defra
working with the environment agencies in England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland, with an additional £150,000 provided by Defra. *There
were 5 different challenge competitions awarded funding in the first
GovTech Catalyst round: Identifying Daesh still imagery; tracking waste
through the waste chain; tackling loneliness and rural isolation;
cutting traffic congestion, and deploying smart sensors on council
vehicles to improve services.

About the winning projects

1. Anthesis: Defra Smart Waste Tracking Project

Anthesis is a global specialist sustainability services and solutions
provider; founded on the belief that sustainable business practices are at
the heart of long-term commercial success.

Their project will design and test the feasibility of an innovative waste
tracking system called ‘Vastum’.

It is expected that the system will reliably and securely record all waste
movements in the UK; allowing waste to be effectively tracked to its final
destination. The system will provide a powerful tool in helping to protect
the environment. It will also make sure that waste producers and managers
comply with waste regulations and help regulators identify and take action
against illegal waste crime.

The new tracker will also help to bring together the many forms of waste data
that are currently being collected into one new system. Anthesis will
undertake a feasibility assessment for the waste tracking concept based on a
blockchain approach, applying proven technology mainly used in the finance
sector. Blockchain securely records transactions into a ‘distributed ledger’
on a time stamp basis. The tracker can be expanded to replace the myriad of
existing reporting and compliance data systems used by waste producers,
collectors and the regulators.

Importantly, recording waste movements at source by the waste producer, will
also address the current data gaps that exist.
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See their video for more information about the project.

2. Dsposal

Dsposal is a clean-tech start-up working towards a world where all waste is
treated as a resource.

They build easy-to-use tech to connect all waste producers to licensed waste
services and make compliance simple. They believe in making the relevant data
accessible and convenient to use, driving behaviour change and creating value
by maximising the utility of waste.

The KnoWaste project is designed to bring a smart waste solution in two
parts. The first is a simple, free to use waste app. This can be used by any
person or organisation to deal with their waste correctly. We enable the
whole waste job to be handled in the app. From picking a licensed waste
company to checking their credentials and paying for the job when it’s been
carried out compliantly. Everyone along the waste pathway benefits.

The second part of KnoWaste is the design of an open data standard for waste
on which will be built a central database. Using a standard means that we can
gather better quality data. Which will help us all meet the ambitions in the
Resources and Waste Strategy. This single central database will connect the
separate systems currently in use, providing the regulators with the
oversight they need and the industry with the insight it requires.

The Dsposal KnoWaste project team is strengthened by working with partner
organisations – Open Data Manchester and The University of Bradford, an Ellen
MacArthur Foundation ‘Pioneer University’ – to enhance and ground the
project.

See their video for more information about the project.

3. International Synergies Limited

International Synergies Limited ISL specialise in resource efficiency
methodology, tools and techniques. They are the world leading authority on
industrial symbiosis: repurposing one company’s waste or underutilised
resources so that it can be used by other organisations. In doing so,
reducing organisational costs, increasing profits and, benefiting the
environment by reducing carbon emissions and diverting waste from landfill.

The System for Waste Enhancement, Evaluation and Tracking (SWEET) project
will demonstrate the feasibility of creating a digital solution that will
simplify current data entry processes through big data, machine learning and
artificial intelligence (AI).

An adaptation of ISL’s award winning SYNERGie® 4.0 platform, that will:

record and track individual movements of waste through the economy
provide an innovative solution to maximise the value extracted from
resources
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support the elimination of waste crime through tracking of waste
movements in real time
validate collectors and receivers against registered lists for all
sites, and,
capture the UK incoming/outgoing international waste movements to
facilitate audit processes

It will also explore the development of an application programming interface
(API) to enable the transfer/sharing of data, as well as financial models for
system sustainability.

The team will work alongside Alutrade, Recycled UK and Birmingham City
Council, to optimise the potential effectiveness of the project.

See their video for more information about the project.

4. PragmatIC

PragmatIC is a world leader in ultra-low cost flexible electronics; enabling
the potential for trillions of smart objects to engage with consumers and
their environments.

Their unique technology platform creates flexible integrated circuits
(FlexICs) that are thinner than a human hair and can be easily embedded into
any surface. These FlexICs provide the opportunity to add new functionality
to items, as well as extending proven applications such as radio-frequency
identification and near-field communication into mass-market use – cases that
were previously prohibited by the cost of traditional silicon ICs.

PragmatIC’s unique FlexICs are ideal for everyday Fast Moving Consumer Goods
(FMCG) products. The vision for the future is that they will be applied to
products via inlays and labels using standard manufacturing lines, and each
individual product will be assigned a unique ID (UID). At the same point
during manufacturing, data is attributed to that UID in a database,
including: time and place of manufacture, packaging materials, product
ingredients and sources.

As the UID stays with the item throughout its life, by tapping on the product
at any time the database could be read and the data could be updated if
required. For example: the wholesaler or retailer could tap to check
authenticity and provenance, plus location data could be added; then when the
consumer taps, details of local recycling information specific to the actual
item or packaging type could be delivered.

During the Phase 1 project, PragmatIC will demonstrate the concept of
attaching FlexICs to products and accessing the data that has been assigned
to their unique IDs using low cost readers.

See their video for more information about the project.
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5. Topolytics

Topolytics is a smart grid for the world’s waste. It is a data analytics
business that is mapping the generation, movement and fate of commercial and
industrial waste materials globally. The resulting insights help waste
producers and waste processors to maintain this material at its highest
utility. Topolytics is a CE100 global circular economy innovator with the
Ellen MacArthur Foundation and is recognised by Cleantech Group as one of the
leading companies in the emerging ‘wastetech’ sector.

It supports commercial investment decisions around processing, recycling,
remanufacturing and other ways of extracting value from waste materials and
used assets. It also arms regulators and policy makers with better data,
analysis and decision support, ultimately enabling a circular economy at
scale.

Topolytics addresses the waste tracking challenge by mapping and analysing
the generation, movement and fate of waste materials from waste producers,
through the waste value chain to the ultimate destination – whether this be
disposal, refuse derived fuel, recycling, re-manufacture or re-use. Given the
diverse nature of waste material and sources, their approach to Phase 1 is to
work with the Ordnance Survey to analyse household, municipal, commercial,
construction and hazardous waste, and build maps of the waste movements
system across four areas of the UK, giving us a range of metropolitan, rural
and industrial environments.

Their existing experience working with commercial and industrial waste
producers has highlighted the significant challenge of data integrity and
accuracy, demonstrating that there is no single source of waste ‘truth’ and
that the industry has a significant opportunity to be much more data driven.
Their approach of building location intelligence into the heart of the UK
waste data system, will offer significant benefits to the waste producer and
the progressive players in the waste industry.

See their video for more information about the project.

News story: HMRC outlines phased
approach for Entry Summary
Declarations

The government has today (Tuesday 19 February) announced plans to phase in
for EU imports the pre-arrival forms known as Entry Summary Declarations, if
the UK leaves the EU without a deal.

Officials on Monday held a series of meetings with organisations who
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represent the haulage industry and handle a significant portion of the UK’s
cross border trade, to confirm that from 29 March, the status quo will be
temporarily maintained as they will not need to submit Entry Summary
Declarations on imports for a period of six months.

Currently Entry Summary Declarations are not required when importing goods
from the EU. They will continue to apply for trade from the rest of the
world.

The measure is designed to give business more time to prepare for changes to
EU-UK trade arrangements in the event that the UK leaves without a deal. This
builds on the plans that Transitional Simplified Procedures (TSP) can be used
for at least 15 months for customs declarations.

Financial Secretary to the Treasury Mel Stride MP said:

We’ve listened to businesses and are responding to their concerns.

We have been adamant that in the event of no deal, trade must
continue at our borders, and we will continue to make our borders
secure.

Maintaining continuity with the current system for the first six
months and phasing Entry Summary Declarations in will ensure we
deliver on that promise.

The new rules only apply to goods coming from the EU, and will maintain the
status quo for carriers. Importers will still be required to submit import
declarations for customs purposes – which are not the same as Entry Summary
Declarations. HMRC announced ways of making these import declarations easier,
through Transitional Simplified Procedures on 4 February 2019.

After the six-month transitional period, carriers will be legally responsible
for ensuring Entry Summary Declarations are submitted pre-arrival to HMRC at
the time specified by mode of transport.

The measure will not change the UK’s commitment to ensuring our borders
remain secure in the event of a no deal and Border Force will continue to
carry out intelligence-led checks. A Readiness Task Force in preparation for
EU Exit is being recruited and Border Force is on track to increase staff
headcount by 900 at the end of March 2019.

The UK’s approach to dangerous goods coming into the UK is not affected.

The briefings are the latest stage in HMRC’s co-ordinated efforts to make
sure traders are prepared for all Brexit outcomes.

Further information

HMRC has already announced Transitional Simplified Procedures or
customs.
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HMRC and HM Treasury made £8 million available to help private customs
intermediaries and businesses increase their capacity and train
employees to prepare for a no deal scenario.
HMRC has written three times to 145,000 VAT registered businesses that
only trade with the EU to provide them with actions to take to prepare
for a no deal scenario
HMRC has previously published more than 100 pages of cross-government
guidance for businesses on processes and procedures at the border in a
no deal scenario.

Press release: Change of Her Majesty’s
Ambassador to South Sudan: May 2019

Mr Christopher Trott has been appointed Her Majesty’s Ambassador to the
Republic of South Sudan.

Mr Christopher Trott has been appointed Her Majesty’s Ambassador to the
Republic of South Sudan in succession to Ms Alison Blackburne who will be
transferring to another Diplomatic Service appointment. Mr Trott will take up
his appointment during May 2019.

Curriculum Vitae

Full name: Christopher John Trott

Married to: Sunna Trott

Children: Two

2016 to
present

FCO, UK Special Representative for Sudan and South Sudan,
and Head of Joint FCO/ Department for International
Development (DFID) Sudan Unit

2016 Honiara, Acting High Commissioner to Solomon Islands,
Vanuatu and Nauru

2011 to 2015 Cape Town, Consul General
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2007 to 2011 Dakar, Her Majesty’s Ambassador to Senegal, Mali, Cape Verde
and Guinea-Bissau

2004 to 2006 DFID, Deputy Head, Policy and Strategy, Post Conflict
Reconstruction Unit

2003 to 2004 FCO, Deputy Head, Human Rights Policy Department

2003 Temporary Duties as Deputy Head of Mission in Kabul and Head
of Consular Assistance Team in London

1999 to 2002 Tokyo, First Secretary (Political)
1996 to 1999 Tokyo, First Secretary (Commercial)

Further information
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